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Through our mobile solutions, 
Travelport can give you the power to create, and sell, more tailored 

itineraries and engage with the traveler at every stage of the journey

Our technology enables great experiences
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The greatest challenge for travel brands 
is how to capture travelers’ attention in these micro-moments

150
times a day

On average 
a consumer 
checks their 

mobile phone 

34m+

No 1
apple/android 
travel apps

4+ star
average 
app rating

industry awards
since 2014

28

80% of new mobile 
app users lapse within the 
first 90 days

49% of global travel 
bookings were through 
mobile or tablets in Q1 2016

The challenges

Our results

The opportunities

More loyal

customers

Mobile first
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UX
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app downloads

100x100x

Personalized travel

We live in a world where a brand’s reputation is defined by 
the experiences it delivers – and the travel industry is no exception

Empowering travel experiences

The power of the platform

of retail executives say 
customer experience is 
a strategic focus
Amrop topline findings, 2017

78%
rise in travel spend driven 
by better travel experiences

Harvard Business Review

increase in profits when you 
increase retention by 5%

Harvard Business Review

140% 35–95% 6.1%
increase in profits through 
great customer engagement

European Business Review 

Time spent on travel 
apps is up by 140%

but customers are increasingly 
distracted and look at 16 di�erent 

app categories while planning, 
booking and traveling 

The platform lets us create 
more consumer-centric 
experiences

Like travel apps to stay in 
touch with the ever-connected 
traveler

Building brand loyalty before, 
during and after every trip

To find out how to succeed in the new mobile world visit digital.travelport.com

When the experience is right, 
you can build brand loyalty before, 
during and after every trip
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At the airport

My trips

Prompt: 
Plan your trip

Check-in
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Mobile check-in

Proceed to 
security

Search for 
the best fares 
and book

Upgrade your 
seat or add 
ancillary

Organize
airport transport
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updates
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hotel

Mobile boarding

D E L A Y E D

Prompt: 
flight delayed

Prompt: 
Purchase in-flight 
entertainment
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belt 10

Itinerary

Boarding
pass

Madrid
hotels

Book now

Real-time agent 
interaction

Personalized 
trips / feedback
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Mobile

of travelers are likely to 
buy ancillaries within 
48 hours of booking

30%

of travelers expected 
to use mobile apps 

while in-flight

46%

avg. saving for 
airlines per self 
service check-in

$3.50

of last minute hotel 
bookings are made 
via mobile devices

60%

of travelers are open 
to receiving o�ers 

after their trip

25%

of travelers routinely 
interact with multiple 
devices to plan trips

87%


